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Chalcogenide glasses are receiving a lot of attention due to their unique optical properties. In this paper we study the optical properties of As2S3 and GaLaS glasses in a broad terahertz (THz) frequency range (0.2-18 THz). Complex dispersion behavior with drastic changes of refractive index and absorption coefficient is found for both glasses. We observe the breakdown of the universal power-law dependence of the absorption coefficient due to atomic vibrations observed at low THz frequencies in disordered materials, and see the transition to localized vibrational dynamics for the As2S3 compound at higher frequencies. In addition, As2S3 displays two transparency regions, at 7-8 THz and 12.2 THz, of potential interest for future nonlinear applications in the THz range.

Since the first optical characterization of chalcogenide glasses (ChGs) in the infrared region reported approximately six decades ago, 1 a huge advancement has been made in implementing ChGs into optical devices. 2 ChGs possess a unique combination of material properties including high refractive index, mid-infrared transparency, and high nonlinearity. 3,4 The flexibility of ChGs towards micro- and nano-fabrication processing by means of nano-imprint lithography, 5 etching, 6 and direct laser writing of 2D photonic structures 7,8 together with their unique material parameters make ChGs promising candidates for numerous optical applications. ChGs have, for example, already been integrated into high-speed all-optical devices through four-wave mixing and cross phase modulation devices, 9 optoelectrophoretic sensors for detection of microorganisms, 10 and three-dimensional photonic crystals. 7

Meanwhile, progress in methods for generating and detecting terahertz (THz) radiation has spectacularly increased the interest of its applications in a variety of fields, e.g., in spectroscopy of organic tissues, 12 chemical compounds, 13 proteins, 14 and solid materials. 15 There is strong demand on different THz-optic components. Some simple devices like dielectric mirrors, 16 waveguides, 17 filters, 18 resonators, 19 polarizer elements 20,21 have been designed for THz frequencies. In the quest for innovative functional THz components, ChGs bear a great potential as the active material in nonlinear THz devices. However, at this stage it is essential to determine their optical properties at THz frequencies, which are mostly unknown.

In this study, we report on the optical parameters, represented by the refractive index and absorption coefficient, at terahertz frequencies for As2S3 and GaLaS—two quite different chalcogenide glasses. At ambient temperature As2S3 is a mechanically soft glass with low, less than 200 °C glass transition temperature. GaLaS is mechanically hard, easily polished glass with a higher 580 °C glass transition temperature. The former has become a widely used material for many optical applications due to its material parameters and flexibility towards fabrication. 2,6,7,10 The GaLaS glass with the composition 70Ga2S3:30La2S3, on the other hand, is not so exploited yet. It is a material which shows high stability and resistance to mechanical and chemical wear thus making it an interesting material to be used for devices operating in harsh environments. The optical parameters were determined for frequencies spanning from 0.2 to 18 THz. Two different terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) systems were utilized to cover such broad spectrum. At lower frequencies, ranging from 0.2 to 2.5 THz, we employ a...
THz-TDS as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The THz radiation is generated by femtosecond excitation of a low-temperature-grown GaAs photoconductive switch (Menlo systems) with 800-nm wavelength pulses from a femtosecond oscillator (Femto-Lasers Fusion Pro300). The detection of the terahertz pulses is performed by photoconductive sampling in a similar antenna, gated by the same Ti:sapphire laser. The photocurrent is recorded with a lock-in amplifier locked to the frequency (13.2 kHz) of the modulation of the bias voltage on the THz emitter as function of the delay time \( \tau \) and used to obtain the representation of the THz electric field \( E_{THz}(\tau) \).

The higher frequencies ranging from 2 to 18 THz are generated by laser induced air plasma and detected in an air biased coherent detection (ABCD) setup. A schematic illustration of the THz-ABCD setup is shown in Fig. 1(b). To generate gas plasma a laser pulse (frequency \( \omega \)) of 35 fs, 800 nm, 1.5 mJ with a repetition rate of 1 kHz and its second harmonic (2\( \omega \)), generated in a 100 \( \mu \)m thick \( \beta \)-barium borate (BBO) crystal, are focused collinearly by an off-axis paraboloidal mirror in a \( N_2 \) purged chamber. The laser pulse is produced by a Ti:sapphire amplifier system (Spectra-Physics Spitfire). In the ABCD setup the THz field is detected by monitoring the THz-field-induced second harmonic (2\( \omega \)) of the 800-nm probe beam, focused in the detection region to an intensity slightly below the plasma generation threshold. An AC bias field is applied to the interaction region to supply an optical bias to the second-harmonic generation, thus allowing field-resolved detection of the THz transient as function of the delay time \( \tau \).

For the spectroscopic analysis, As\(_2\)S\(_3\) and GaLaS glasses were thermally deposited on 528 \( \mu \)m thick, 2 \times 1 cm high-resistivity silicon (HR Si) wafer pieces with resistivity of 10 000 \( \Omega \)cm. The As\(_2\)S\(_3\) glasses were prepared by conventional melt-quenching techniques using arsenic and sulphur elements of high purity. The obtained bulk material was crumbled and put into a tantalum boat. The films were obtained by thermal evaporation technique in a vacuum of \( 5 \times 10^{-6} \) Torr. The electric current which heats the tantalum evaporator was adjusted to obtain film deposition rate of 2.5-3.0 nm/s. The films are as-deposited, without any heat treatment.

Lanthanum based glasses of composition 70\%Ga\(_2\)S\(_3\) and 30\%La\(_2\)S\(_3\) were prepared by a specially developed technique. The mixture of appropriate powdered components Ga\(_2\)S\(_3\) and La\(_2\)S\(_3\) is placed in a carbon glass crucible. The crucible is heated by radio-frequency induction at a frequency of 120 kHz. At high temperatures the melt becomes a liquid. After solidification a thin film is obtained by Fourier transformation of the time-domain data.

Layer are used in order to control the precision of the restoration procedure. To extract material parameters from such thin glass samples one must take into account the Fabry-Pérot (FP) etalon effect inside the glass layer. We follow the extraction procedure described by Duvillaret \textit{et al.} The complex refractive indices \( n = n - ik \) for the thin glass samples deposited on HR Si substrate is retrieved by inverting the amplitude transmission coefficient \( T(\omega) \) expression

\[
T(\omega) = \frac{\bar{E}_{sam}(\omega)}{\bar{E}_{ref}(\omega)} = \frac{2\bar{n}(n_{Si} + n_{air})}{(\bar{n} + n_{Si})(\bar{n} + n_{air})} \times \exp \left[ -\frac{i(\bar{n} - n_{air})c}{\bar{d}} \right] \cdot FP,
\]

\[
FP = \frac{1}{1 - \frac{\bar{n} - n_{air}}{n_{Si} - n_{air}} \cdot \exp \left[ -\frac{2i(\bar{n})c}{\bar{d}} \right]}
\]

In Eq. (1) \( n_{Si} = 3.2 \) and \( n_{air} = 1 \) are refractive indices of HR Si wafer and air respectively, \( d \) is the thickness of the ChGs, \( c \) is the speed of light in vacuum, and \( \omega \) is the angular frequency. In addition to the thin ChGs samples, two additional free standing thick samples (0.85 mm As\(_2\)S\(_3\) and 1.40 mm GaLaS) without substrate were characterized at low frequencies.

The thin samples were characterized by both THz-TDS systems in transmission configuration. The 0.85 mm thick As\(_2\)S\(_3\) and 1.40 mm GaLaS were measured only at low frequencies because they were too absorptive for the broadband characterization with the THz-ABCD system. Figure 2 shows terahertz pulses after transmission through the reference (black trace) and through the 13.6 \( \mu \)m thick As\(_2\)S\(_3\) sample (red trace) recorded in the time domain by the THz-ABCD setup.

As seen in Fig. 2 the terahertz pulse that propagates through the sample has lower amplitude, is delayed with respect to the reference pulse. Significant ringing is observed on the trailing edge of the pulse, indicative of a resonant response of the sample. The lower amplitude is due to absorption in the ChGs, while the additional delay is due to the longer optical path in ChGs when compared with air. The amplitude spectra in the frequency domain are then obtained by Fourier transformation of the time-domain data.
The ratio between the spectra recorded for the sample and reference \( \tilde{E}_{\text{sam}}(\omega)/E_{\text{ref}}(\omega) \) is then used to determine the amplitude transmission coefficient \( \tilde{T}(\omega) \). Knowing the transmission coefficient \( \tilde{T}(\omega) \) the complex refractive index \( n = n - ik \) can be extracted, where the absorption coefficient \( \alpha(\omega) \) is straightforwardly related to the imaginary part of the refractive index by \( \alpha = 2\omega k/c \). The refractive index and absorption coefficient of \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3 \) are shown in Fig. 3.

The THz spectrum of \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3 \) reveals several important features which will be discussed below. At lower frequencies ranging from 0.2 to 4 THz monotonous decrease of the refractive index \( n \) from 2.74 to 2.67 occurs. Such anomalous dispersion for the \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3 \) glass (though with slightly higher values from approximately 2.83 to 2.78) in the frequency range from 0.5 to 2 THz were also reported by Parrott et al.\(^{27}\) The absorption coefficient increases monotonously from 1.2 to 200 cm\(^{-1}\) in the same frequency range. The absorption in this region is expected to follow a universal scaling behavior,\(^{28}\) characterized by a power-law frequency dependence of the absorption coefficient. The universality of such a scaling law is, however, limited to frequencies below a point which sometimes is called the Ioffe-Regel transition.\(^{29}\) The Ioffe-Regel transition occurs when the mean free path between scattering events of acoustic plane waves propagating in the material approaches the wavelength of the plane wave. At wavelengths longer than this length, scattering will be the dominant loss factor and result in a universal behavior of the absorption coefficient. At shorter wavelengths, plane-wave propagation dominates. Here we directly observe this transition from disorder-induced loss to a collective response mediated by medium- and long-range order of the glass. At intermediate frequencies, ranging from 4.5 to 7 THz, the \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3 \) refractive index displays four pronounced resonances with refractive indices oscillating between 2.6 and 2.7. These dispersion resonances are constant with respect to positions and amplitudes for samples with different thicknesses, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The vibrational modes in this frequency range have also been observed by others.\(^{30–32}\) X-ray-absorption spectroscopy and Raman scattering study of \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3 \) glass have revealed the existence of local order in form of \( \text{As}_4\text{S}_4 \) monomers and pyramidal coordinated \( \text{As}(\text{S}_2\text{O}_3) \) units.\(^{31,33}\) The four vibrational modes that are observed at this frequency range are caused by S-As-S bending modes in \( \text{As}_4\text{S}_4 \) monomers.\(^{31,32}\)

At still higher frequencies the refractive index dispersion exhibits three very strong resonances. The refractive index first increases to 3.3 at 9 THz, then abruptly drops to 1.7 at 11.6 THz, and finally settles at a value near 2.2 above 14 THz. Associated with the strong dispersion are three very strong absorption peaks in the region 8.5-12 THz with the highest absorption coefficient increasing up to \( >3700 \text{cm}^{-1} \). These resonances are local vibrational modes, specifically \( \text{As}-\text{S} \) stretching modes\(^{32}\) in both \( \text{As}_4\text{S}_4 \) monomers and pyramidal coordinated \( \text{As}(\text{S}_2\text{O}_3) \) units. The very strong resonances are sandwiched between two transparency windows at 7.2-8.5 and 12-13 THz, where the absorption coefficient is measured to be as low as \( 10 \text{cm}^{-1} \). This observation indicates that transmission windows exist in \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3 \), with a bandwidth of several hundred GHz. This, in combination with the high third-order nonlinearity that can be expected in the material, opens up the possibility of compact devices for all-optical processing of ultrahigh-bandwidth signals encoded on THz waves near 8 and 12 THz. We observe good quantitative agreement between the spectra obtained with the two experimental setups on the various \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3 \) samples.

The \( \text{GaLaS} \) samples display a high refractive index at low frequencies, as shown in Fig. 4. A refractive index in the range \( n \approx 3.5 - 3.6 \) is measured at frequencies from 0.2 to 5 THz. For higher frequencies the refractive index decreases dramatically, reaching a minimum value of approximately 1.25 at 11.5 THz and settles a value of 1.7-1.8 at the highest measured frequencies. Following the dispersion trends, \( \text{GaLaS} \) experiences a very strong absorption band, reaching its maximum of \( >6300 \text{cm}^{-1} \) at 9.8 THz. The lowest absorption coefficient reaches approximately \( 1700 \text{cm}^{-1} \) at 13 THz. Again good matching between the spectra recorded with the two experimental setups on various samples is observed.

In conclusion, we have measured the refractive index and absorption coefficient of \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3 \) and \( \text{GaLaS} \) glasses in the

---

**FIG. 3.** (Color online) Refractive index (dashed line) and absorption coefficient (solid line) of \( \text{As}_2\text{S}_3 \). The spectroscopy results by THz-TDS system on thin (black) samples and on a 0.85 mm thick (blue circles) sample. The higher frequencies are measured by THz-ABCD system (red) for 3.6 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick sample. Upper right corner: Transition from relaxational dynamics to localized vibrational dynamics is shown for three different thicknesses (13.6, 6.9, and 3.2 \( \mu \text{m} \)). Error bars represent standard deviation based on three measurement sets. BW: bandwidth.

**FIG. 4.** (Color online) Refractive index (dashed line) and absorption coefficient (solid line) of \( \text{GaLaS} \). The spectroscopy results by THz-TDS system on thin (black) samples and on a 1.45 mm thick (blue circles) sample. The higher frequencies are measured by THz-ABCD system (red) for 3.6 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick sample.
broad frequency range extending from 0.2 to 18 THz. This broad band frequency range was covered by two different terahertz time-domain spectroscopy setups, and the measured spectra are well matched at the bordering spectral region between the frequency coverage of the two spectrometers. We observe that chalcogenide glasses possess highly complex dispersion profiles. In As$_2$S$_3$ we observe the Ioffe-Regel transition in the 4-5 THz region, followed by a rich vibrational behavior between 4.5-7 THz, indicative of medium-range order, and strong, phonon-like vibrational modes in the 8.5-12 THz, indicative of local order in the glass. In addition, two transparency windows have been identified in As$_2$S$_3$ at frequencies 7.2-8.5 and 12-13 THz. These windows can be of high importance when considering As$_2$S$_3$ for future applications in nonlinear THz devices. The spectroscopy of GaLaS has revealed a high refractive index of 3.5 at lower frequencies, whereas at frequencies higher than 5 THz the refractive index decreases reaching its minimum of 1.25 at 11.5 THz. The strong index variations are accompanied by a high absorption over the whole THz range.
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